
A Development Counselor’s perspective on how/why to use LearnKey 
 
After doing a thorough evaluation/assessment with the associate and we have determined that 
training is necessary, we explore various schools based on the chosen career path. Often it is 
decided to use LearnKey because of how customizable their school is and how individualized 
their services are.  
 
LearnKey offers three levels/options of support; 
   
1st option: associate needs skills training that LearnKey offers but needs no case management 
or funds to pay for certification exams. (they can be left alone and not enrolled in our case 
management) we just use the already paid for LearnKey courses available. Associate must be 
very disciplined because this option is self-paced and can take the longest to complete.  
 
2nd option: the associate needs both the training and funds to pay for certification exams and 
minimal case management. We use the already paid for LearnKey courses available and pay for 
certification exams either independent of LearnKey or possibly through LearnKey as they have 
discounts on many vouchers because of their affiliations. Associate must be very disciplined 
because this option is also self-paced and can take some time but I as the development 
counselor am able to monitor the progress (meaning associate is enrolled and case managed by 
DCS) 
  
3rd option:  the associate needs both training and funds to pay for certification exams as well as 
weekly case management through the LearnKey support staff. We pay for a bundle which 
includes, training, certifications, software, live streaming tutors, and weekly support staff 
communication from LearnKey.  The cost can take most of the funds we can spend on an 
associate, but it can provide the support for someone to finish the training and become 
employed in a much faster time frame. (associate is case managed by DCS but can take 
secondary approach because LearnKey does the follow up and monitors the progress. LearnKey 
does provide updates on progress on a regularly basis to DC)  
 
Depending on the individual, LearnKey can fit their needs if they have a desire to complete an 
online training program.  
 
I have enjoyed my professional relationship with LearnKey.   
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